
Minutes
Cornwall City Council

Meeting Type: Special
Meeting Date: Tue September 19, 2017  06:00 PM
Location: Cornwall Civic Complex, 100 Water Street East, Salon B
Chair: CN=Leslie O'Shaughnessy/OU=CITYHALL/O=CityCornwall
Prepared By: Manon L. Levesque, City Clerk

Cornwall Regional Airport

ROLL CALL  

ADOPTION OF AGENDA  

Motion to adopt the Agenda as presented.

Moved By: Maurice Dupelle, Councillor
Seconded By: Elaine MacDonald, Councillor

Motion Carried

DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST 

There were no disclosures of interest declared. 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Motion to go into Committee of the Whole and to consider and refer all Minutes,
Presentations, Delegations, Consent/Correspondence, Resolutions, Reports and
By-laws to that Committee.

Moved By: Justin Towndale, Councillor



Seconded By: David Murphy, Councillor
Motion Carried

PRESENTATION / COMMUNICATIONS / REPORTS  

Louise XXXXX from Raymond Chabot Grant Thornton delivered the
Development Opportunity Assessment Presentation with respect to the Cornwall
Regional Airport.

Cornwall Regional Airport - Business Plan Presentation
Click for detail -->  

Motion to receive the Presentation and Report 2017-10-CAO.

Moved By: Bernadette Clement, Councillor
Seconded By: Denis Carr, Councillor

Motion Carried

Mayor Leslie O'Shaughnessy called upon Acting Mayor Elaine MacDonald
to chair the Meeting so that he could speak to the matter.
 
Motion to direct Administration to prepare a path to developing a short term
action plan and for the CAO's of both Municipalities to report back to Council
after having taken sufficient time to consider the matter based on the
recommendations contained in this report.

Moved By: Leslie O'Shaunessy, Mayor
Seconded By: Maurice Dupelle, Councillor

Motion Carried

Mayor Leslie O'Shaughnessy then returned to chair the Meeting.

IN-CAMERA SESSION

Motion to move into a Closed Meeting at 8:10 p.m. to address matters pertaining
to  Section 239 (2) and (3.1) of the Municipal Act, 2001.


Cornwall Regional Airport

Development Opportunity Assessment

Presentation to Councils

September 19, 2017













Propose short-term actions to consolidate the Airport’s role within the region.



To this end, the following have been assessed:

Market trends and opportunities;

The Commission’s governance model and management practices;

The Airport’s financial and operational situation.







Introduction 

Study Objectives
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Methodology – Four Steps

Introduction

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Undertake consultations

Analyze documentation

Compare present situation to best practices

Propose short-term actions
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General Situation

The Airport is:

located in the Township of South Glengarry and services the United Counties of Stormont-Dundas-Glengarry (SDG) and the City of Cornwall.

predominantly used for recreational purposes (leisure flyers and small craft flight training).

under the governance of the Cornwall Regional Airport Commission (the “Commission”).

supported by municipal subsidies that represent 50% of the Airport’s budget. 



While the financing of public infrastructure falls within a municipality’s role, the Township and the City question the wisdom of continuing to invest public funds into the Airport considering that, until now, it has not acted as an economic development lever. 



Also, major governance and management issues have had a negative impact on the credibility and effectiveness of the Commission and have challenged the Airport to an even greater extent.





.





Context
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Context 





F.

G.

H.
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Airport Infrastructure

Context

		Infrastructures		Condition		Operational Constraints

		Runway (3,510 feet)		Good. Paved several years ago and maintained regularly.		The runway length is minimal and can only accept single engine piston airplanes and very light jets.

		AV fuel system		Fair/good. Recent tech problems resolved, pump may be at end of life.		

		Jet fuel system		Excellent. Brand new installation.		

		Commercial hangar (1)		Very good. Well maintained and in good repair, no washrooms.		Lack of available leasable commercial hangar space.

		Taxiways		Good. Paved several years ago, some maintenance issues.		Minimal taxiways. 

		Lights/avionics		Good. Maintained regularly.		

		Commission trailer		Very good. Well maintained and in good repair.		

		Tie down areas (16)				Lack of available tie down  areas.

		Parking lot		Good. Paved several years ago and maintained regularly 		

		Fencing 		Good. Well maintained and in good repair.		

		Public services		Electricity. Communication (voice and data).
No water, sewage or gas.		Lack of land capable of being developed for economic purposes (no water or sewage).

		Airport amenities (terminal, public washrooms)		None.		Supplied by Cornwall Aviation.
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General Aviation Airport Markets

General Aviation : all flights other than military and scheduled airlines and regular cargo flights, both private and commercial. 

		General Aviation Airports Roles and Markets				

		Airport Roles		Markets		

		Emergency Preparedness and Response		Aeromedical flights
Law enforcement/National security/Border Security
Emergency response		Aerial fire fighting response
Emergency diversionary airport
Disaster relief and search and rescue (SAR)

		Critical Community Access
(not pertinent to Airport’s situation)		Remote population/island access
Air taxi/charter services		Essential scheduled air service cargo


		Other Aviation Specific Functions		Corporate
Flight instruction
Personal flyer
Charter passenger service		Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
Aircraft storage
Aerospace engineering/research

		Commercial, Industrial and Economic Activities		Agricultural support
Aerial surveying
Utilities/pipeline control and inspection
Oil and mineral exploration/survey (not pertinent to the District economic base)		Business executive flight service
Manufacturing and distribution
Express delivery services
Air cargo

		Destination and Special Events		Tourism and access to special events		Special aeronautical (skydiving/airshows)



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets 

Emergency Preparedness and Response

GA airports play an essential role in ensuring critical services such as medivac, security support and combatting forest fires. Cornwall Regional Airport is used by four organizations providing emergency services:

ORNGE provides air ambulance and medical transport to people in Ontario who are critically ill or injured. 

From 2012 to 2016, ORNGE’s air ambulance landed 44 times at the Airport.

The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) uses the Airport as an AvGas fuelling station for their fixed-wing airplane when aerial surveillance activities are held in the region.

The recent addition of a jet fuel service will enable the servicing of their helicopters, used in search and rescue and other police operations.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) serves the citizens of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry and the United Counties of Prescott and Russell and provides direct operational support in technical and specialized areas of airborne law enforcement.

The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources has used the Airport in emergency evacuation situations in 2014 and 2015.

		Main Opportunities
Promote the Airport’s emergency preparedness and response role to heighten public endorsement of municipal funding;
Promote the new jet fuel system to the emergency service providers;
Explore the possibility of having an OPP or RCMP Cornwall-based aircraft or helicopter.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions – Recreational and Corporate Flyers

In the last 20 years, small aircraft activity has seen an overall decline in Canada.

The corporate segment remains very small. In 2015, Canadian business aircraft numbered approximately 1,900. Of these, only 504 were based in Ontario. 

Interviews with Cornwall businesses points to a low market potential for corporate flyers.

Increasingly competitive environment (3 municipal airports within a two-hour drive – Carp, Smith Falls, Brockville).



In the coming years, the main challenge will be to maximize the revenue potential of this market while maintaining a strong competitive edge.

Market Trends and Opportunities 

		Main Opportunities
Maximize the recreational and corporate market potential by gaining a better competitive position through:
an aggressive marketing strategy that will position the Airport in its different markets and promotes services and economic opportunities. An effective Internet site is identified as a short-term priority;
the presence of basic services for the comfort of pilots and passengers (lounge with coffee, meeting room, Wi-Fi, etc.);
a customer-oriented approach that is supported by the governance and management models;
evaluating the possibility of reintroducing a fuel loyalty program (offered at Smiths Falls).
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions - Flight Instruction

The recreational flight instruction market is impacted by several factors, including:

The global stagnation of the recreational flyer market described previously;

The fact that the recreational side of flying remains mostly undiscovered by the general population;

The image that flying a plane is difficult and only accessible to rich people.

The global commercial flight instruction segment has a brighter outlook:

 In the next 20 years, it is predicted that 617,000 new commercial pilots will be needed to fly the world fleet.    Because of the quality of training and a lower price than Europe, Canada is attractive, especially to Chinese flight students who must leave China to learn to become commercial pilots (industry is controlled by the military). 





		Main Opportunities
Recreational flight instruction offers little potential for growth:
Adding Ultralight flying and helicopter flying training were identified by stakeholders as having potential;
Link the Airport’s Internet site (to be developed) with Cornwall Aviation’s site to cross-promote.
Attract other commercial flight instruction schools:
Presently, two schools: Cornwall Aviation and Ottawa Aviation Services (helicopter pilot training).



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions - Charter Passenger Service

Interviews with parent companies of Cornwall businesses indicate that their senior Managers’ visits are infrequent and that they opt for scheduled flights to Montréal or Ottawa and drive to Cornwall from there.

In the past, chartered flights between Cornwall and Toronto have been attempted but were not cost-efficient.

Also, the runway length (3,510 feet) is not adequate for small corporate jets that need a minimum 4,330 feet.

		Main Opportunities
Presently, no identified opportunity. Maintain vigilance for future market possibilities.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions – Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)

Because of high costs and an aggressive competition environment, mid-size and large MRO companies look for airports with high traffic to generate sales, which is not the case at Cornwall Regional Airport. Also, commercial aircraft cannot use the current runway.

However, the installation of the jet fuel system could make the airport more attractive to small jets, diversifying the potential client base. This, added to the Airport’s location and lower rental costs, could provide opportunities to attract small MROs. The right conditions, such as the availability of serviced lots, would have to be put in place. Also, extending the runway length to 5,000 feet would offer more possibilities in terms of aircraft access.

		Main Opportunities
Explore the possibility of attracting small, niche MRO businesses.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions – Aircraft Storage

Sixteen private hangars are presently located on the airport grounds. 

Presently, Cornwall and the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry (SDG) residents own 50% of the private hangars located at the Airport and rent 56% of the tie down  areas.

There has not been a significant increase of members in Cornwall’s Flying Club in the past years (two in the past five years) and the need for new private hangars has not been identified as an issue by stakeholders.

























		Main Opportunities
Advertise the availability of land for private hangar construction (Internet, Flyers Clubs, etc.).
Maintain a competitive pricing of private hangar land leases.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Other Aviation Specific Functions – Aerospace Engineering and Research

The Centre of Excellence project could attract businesses in the aerospace and aeronautical sectors. 

The project aims at leveraging the synergy between the two partners:

Located in Cornwall, the NAV Centre is the largest facility of its kind in Eastern Ontario, offering world-class education facilities and technology, air traffic control simulation capabilities, accommodation and recreational facilities;

Carleton University offers undergraduate and graduate programs in aerospace engineering. Carleton Aerospace is one of the largest and most comprehensive academic aerospace research programs in Canada with a wide range of unique, state-of-the-art research facilities.



		Main Opportunity
Prototype testing facility supporting the Centre of Excellence for Aeronautics and Aerospace.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Commercial, Industrial and Economic Activities

Agricultural Support

The United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry is an important agricultural hub in Southern Ontario (44% of total land acreage).

Aerial Surveying – Utilities/Pipeline Control and Inspection

Aerial photography is used in cartography, land-use planning, archaeology, movie production, environmental studies, surveillance, commercial advertising, conveyancing, and artistic projects.

Energy companies (gas, electricity, pipelines) own and operate pipelines/power lines and aerial inspection is the fastest and most thorough way to document conditions on the ground. 



		Main Opportunities
Evaluate if there is market potential for local companies specialized in aerial application and aerial surveying. 
If the potential exists, develop a strategy to attract one or more businesses in these industries at the Airport.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Commercial, Industrial and Economic Activities (cont’d)

Business Executive Flight Service

Limits to use by corporate airplanes presented previously.

Manufacturing and Distribution

Cornwall’s location makes it an ideal site for logistics and distribution companies. The possibilities are limited by the lack of water and sewage services, making it much less attractive than existing City industrial parks. 

Express Delivery Service

Over the past five years, many developments in the e-commerce and online retailing space have driven growth in the Couriers and Local Delivery Services industry. 

Air Cargo

The Airport does not meet the landing requirements of large aircraft.

Cornwall distribution centres and manufacturers indicate that transportation by truck and train are still the preferred methods of moving goods. The proximity of Pierre-Elliott-Trudeau and Mirabel airports fulfills air cargo needs when necessary.



Market Trends and Opportunities 

		Main Opportunity
The attraction of economic activities at the Airport is limited by market constraints as well as the limits imposed by the length of the runway. The Airport should be open to future projects but investments such as lengthening the runway should be conditional to a signed contract with the proposed tenant and a well-documented business plan. 
Other regional airports have developed economic activities that are less traditionally airport-related but less constrained by their infrastructure such as solar farms, telecommunication towers and media companies. 
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General Aviation Airport Markets

Destination and Special Events

Tourism and Access to Special Events

Access to areas otherwise difficult to access for recreation such as mountains, islands or remote parks. 

Use by charter carriers and private operators to supplement facilities and services at primary airports.

Special Aeronautical (Skydiving/Airshows)

Skydiving instruction and access to recreational skydivers. 

Airshows.

		Main Opportunities
No identified opportunity.



Market Trends and Opportunities 
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Governance

1  “Governance in Short”, https://igopp/en/igopp/governance-in-short/.

Governance deals with the structures and processes by which an organization is directed, controlled and held to account. It includes:

 a governance model which establishes the relationships between stakeholders as well as their responsibilities and powers, and,

governance practices put in place to ensure the proper functioning of the organization, monitor results, support transparency and accountability to stakeholders, and uphold high ethical standards.

Governance Review
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Pertinence of the present Governance Models

In 2011, there were 84 municipal airports in Ontario:

55% were operated by the municipality or municipalities that own them

21% were operated by an airport commission or airport authority

4% were operated by private entities.



Five possible governance models

Governance Review

District (multiple municipalities) owned and operated

Single municipality owned and operated

District or municipality owned, operated by an Airport Commission

(present model)

Municipality owned, privately operated

Privately owned and operated
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Pertinence of the present governance model

Two models meet the governance criteria best suited to Cornwall Regional Airport’s situation:

Allow for the participation of multiple municipalities in decision-making and funding;

Maintaining of essential emergency services such as medevac and OPP aviation;

Allow for the optimization of revenue-generating opportunities;

Local government must retain a level of control on Airport development and operations that ensures that it is aligned with local-regional economic development and land-use planning orientations;

Support a long-term outlook for the development of the Airport;

Ensures the active participation of persons with relevant expertise (aviation, finance, business, legal, etc.).

				

		District Owned and Operated		Municipality/District Owned, Operated by an Airport Commission

		District municipalities participate through the District’s governance.
		District municipalities participate through the District’s governance if the airport is District owned. If not, a consultation/participation strategy must be put in place.

		District has full authority on services offered by the airport.		Municipal bylaws that determine the airport’s powers can include an obligation to maintain essential services.

		Model is less conducive to an entrepreneurial way of functioning. This can be partially mitigated with a business-oriented advisory committee.		Model is adapted to an entrepreneurial way of thinking.

		Complete control on development orientations.		Municipality owns land and directs the airport’s development in harmony with municipal/regional plan.

		Long-term outlook.		Long-term outlook.

		Experts can participate through an Airport Advisory Committee.		Board can include a broad range of expertise.



Governance Review
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Assessment of Governance Practices 

								

		Best Practices				Current Areas for Improvement		

		Effective planning: a clearly defined long-term vision and goals				Determine the organization’s mission and values.
Develop a strategic plan with a long-term vision.
Align operations with the strategic plan goals.
Prior to the budget year (January 1st), review and approve a draft budget before submission to the municipalities.		

		A culture committed to good governance: ongoing adjustment of governance arrangements				Put in place a governance evaluation process.		

		A governing body that supports organizational goals: Board members that are dedicated to the organization’s cause and possess the right combination of skills				Define guidelines that guide the choice of Board members.
Better clarify Board members mandates and responsibilities.		

		High ethical standards: the organization and its members follow well-established and clearly defined standards of right and wrong.				Establish a Code of Conduct that clearly defines standards for employees and Board members.
Identify all potential conflict of interest situations and put in place measures to proactively address them.		

		Internal accountability: internal controls and accountability are clearly defined and consistent with the organization’s objectives.				Adopt best practices for meeting procedures (agenda, minutes, etc.).
Hold regular Commission meetings (as specified by the internal rules and regulations) as well as special meetings to address specific issues when needed.
Clarify the organization’s objectives so that accountability is linked to specific goals.
Clarify the Manager’s role, responsibilities and yearly objectives, and measure performance. 		



Governance Review
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Assessment of Governance Practices 

								

		Best Practices				Current Areas for Improvement		

		External accountability: external scrutiny is an integral part of public service and meeting this accountability is essential.
				Document external stakeholders’ expectations (municipalities, users, tenants, businesses, etc.).
Develop an external accountability framework.
Present goals and results to councils at least once a year.
Prepare an annual report and make it available to all stakeholders.
Ensure an effective communication between the Commission and the municipalities.		

		Risk management: risks are understood and addressed in order to better achieve the organization’s objectives and protect public interests.				Put in place a risk-management system.
Intervene rapidly and effectively when potential risks for the Commission, the Airport or the Airport users are identified.		

		Performance monitoring: the effectiveness and relevance of the organization is ensured by performance monitoring.				Identify financial and non-financial performance indicators in line with organizational goals and regularly monitor.		

		Information management: ensuring that the right information gets to the appropriate people in a timely manner.				Centralize and secure all documents pertaining to the airport.
Document all decisions made by the Board.		

		Resource optimization: using resources in the best interest of the organization and in a sustainable way				Develop fee structures that ensure that revenue-generating resources are optimized (land rents, landing fees, etc.).		



Governance Review
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Cornwall Regional Airport’s financial performance

Financial and Operational Assessment









				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017 Budget

		Generated Revenues		$72,328		$73,040		$82,803		$123,965		$114,700

		Municipal Funding		$127,284		$136,520		$144,000		$147,450		$115,950

		TOTAL REVENUES		$199,612		$209,560		$226,803		$271,415		$230,650

		% Coverage of Operating Costs by Generated Revenues		41%		34%		37%		54%		50%

		Expenses		$177,929		$215,052		$221,597		$235,416		$230,650

		PROFIT/LOSS		$21,683		-$5,492		$5,206		$35,998		0



In a 2006 survey of the financial situation of municipal airports,46% (29) of the 39 participants considered their financial situation not to be self-sustainable, 21% (8) considered themselves self-sustainable and 6% (2) considered themselves viable.

		Not self-sustainable: insufficient cash flows to cover operating costs.
Self-sustainable: sufficient revenues to cover operating costs.
Viable: sufficient revenues to cover operating costs and the airport’s share of capital costs.
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KLT + Manager + Radio system contrat = all given to Steve Small = 65% of expenses
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Cornwall Regional Airport’s financial performance

Regional and small airports that report an operative financial surplus possess some or all of the following characteristics:







































Cornwall Regional Airport meets only one of the conditions that favour financial autonomy. Consequently, public funding will most likely remain necessary for its continued operation.

Financial and Operational Assessment

		Characteristics		Cornwall Regional Airport (CRA)

		Significant passenger levels (over 30,000 enplaned and deplaned passengers) or revenue aircraft movements (over 13,000)
		No passenger or aircraft movement revenue


		Over $500,000 of generated revenue per year
		Revenues of $123,965 in 2016 (excludes municipal funding)


		Runway length of 6,000 feet or more		Runway length: 3,510 feet


		Located in a catchment area with a population greater than 15,000 inhabitants		Cornwall/United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry: population of 111,942 inhabitants in 2016, excluding Akwesasne

		Not sharing a catchment area within a 100 km radius with an airport offering an equivalent level of services (in this situation, there is a high probability that at least one airport will be in a deficit position)
		Overlap of catchment area with two airports with equivalent level of services : Brockville Municipal Airport (distance of 118 km) and Smiths Falls-Montague Airport (distance of 146 km)


		Located more than 250 km from a NAS airport
		CRA to Montréal’s Pierre-Elliot-Trudeau Airport: 84.4 km
CRA to Ottawa International Airport: 114 km
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Key Financial and Operational Conditions for Success

A successful small GA airport generates sufficient revenue to cover operation and capital rehabilitation. This does not imply self-sustainability or viability but indicates that the airport is capable of attracting investments from multiple sources.

No investments from the private sector other than the construction of private aircraft hangars which have a small positive impact on the Airport’s financial situation.

No strategy has been put in place to attract investors from the private sector.

A successful small GA airport is customer service oriented. It actively works with its key customers and its partners to understand and meet their needs.

No procedures in place to track customer needs and satisfaction.

The governance structure does not include potential partners such as the Chamber of Commerce and NAV Centre in the decision-making process. 

A successful small GA airport is well connected with economic development plans and activities.

Not positioned as a strong economic development driver. It is essentially viewed as an airport serving a limited number of private flyers and is not readily perceived as adding value to business attraction efforts. 

The City of Cornwall has included the Airport in its new Economic Development Strategic Plan, but it is not factored into the economic development orientations of SDG Counties.

A successful small GA airport has achieved high awareness within the community and actively promotes the value it brings to the community.

No marketing strategy has been put in place and no budget has been earmarked for promotion or public relations. 





Financial and Operational Assessment
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Key Financial and Operational Conditions for Success

A successful small GA airport aims at making the most of its assets.

Leased land: no airport leasing policy

Private Hanger Rental Fee: Lower than that of other regional airports (Cornwall: $0.25; others: $0.2886 to $0.33).

Land leased for agricultural purposes: Leased at below market value. Based on 2016 market value for agricultural land in the Township of South Glengarry and adjusted annually with average growth of value in Ontario, estimated revenue loss of over $47,000 during a 7-year period.

Landing Fees: At most airports, small personal aircrafts are not charges landing fees.

Aircraft Parking Fee: Presently in the low price range – possible increase.

A successful small GA airport has a strong commercial focus and aims at maximizing non-aeronautical revenues.

Diversifying the revenue base leaves the airport less vulnerable. Non-aeronautical revenues are more stable because they are related to land and space rentals which should continue to rise.

Generating new revenues through non-aeronautical activities focuses on a great part of the creative use of excess land, one of the main assets of any airport.

in 2016, CRA has seen a 9% increase in self-generated revenues and its 2017 budget predicts a decrease of 7%, reducing municipal funding to 50% of its budget.



Financial and Operational Assessment

		Revenue Type		Evolution % of Revenues – Cornwall Regional Airport								

				2013		2014		2015		2016		2017 Budget

		Municipal Funding		64%		65%		63%		54%		50%

		Aeronautical Revenues2		14%		16%		20%		27%		24%

		Non-Aeronautical Revenues3		22%		19%		17%		18%		26%
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Key Financial and Operational Conditions for Success

A successful small GA airport has a sufficient population and industrial/economic base to support operations.

In 2016, the City of Cornwall and the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry’s population totalled 111,942 inhabitants, excluding Akwesasne.

The City of Cornwall possesses a well-diversified economic base and is gaining prominence as a centre for transportation and logistics, with major distribution centres for major commercial businesses such as Walmart and Shoppers Drug Mart.

A successful small GA airport takes a partnership approach to development.

A commitment to consultation and a partnership approach with key stakeholders is essential for identifying key opportunities, building collaborations and ensuring the pertinence of airport development projects.

Presently, key stakeholders have a limited participation in the Airport’s development.

Financial and Operational Assessment
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Recommendations – Governance

Analysis of the Airport’s present situation, both at the governance and operational levels, demonstrates that the basic success factors needed to fully optimize its potential and take advantage of opportunities are, for the most part, absent. Therefore, a major overhaul of governance practices is a first essential step in its realignment.







Short Term Priorities
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Recommendations – Governance



Confirm the Airport as an essential public service infrastructure for the City of Cornwall and the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry (SDG).

Recognition of the Airport’s contribution to community services by all municipal partners and of the necessity to put in place the necessary conditions for its permanence.

The financial burden must be shared between all the municipalities that benefit from the Airport, and not only by the City of Cornwall and the Township of South Glengarry as it has been the case for the last 30 years.





Short Term Priorities
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Recommendations – Governance

Abolish the present Airport Commission and create a new multi-municipality owned and operated Regional Airport.

Municipal ownership is well adapted to an airport with a strong general aviation focus, such as CRA, since its potential for financial autonomy is limited. Also, municipal control ensures that critical services such as medevac are maintained.

Joint ownership by the City of Cornwall and the municipalities of the United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry better represents the territory that benefits from the Airport’s role in supporting essential community services. 

An Airport Board formed by a predetermined number of elected officials and municipal managers would provide oversight and ensure liaison with the different municipal councils.

An airport needs control over its land for it to have the capacity to plan long-term development and adapt rapidly to new needs and opportunities. It is recommended that the lots that make up the Airport’s grounds be consolidated and ownership transferred to the new entity.

Funding should be revised to ensure equitable participation between municipalities. The two following models could be used to determine the apportionment of funding between municipalities.





Short Term Priorities
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Recommendations – Governance 

Entrust the operation of the Airport to Cornwall’s Economic Development Department

It is recommended that the Airport Manager be a City of Cornwall employee within the Economic Development Department. 

A strong link with SDG’s Economic Development Department needs to be established to ensure the pertinence and coherence of the Airport’s growth strategies with the region’s economic development orientations.

Put in place an advisory committee

The Advisory committee provides a forum for receiving input and advice from aviation stakeholders and the community on the various issues related to the Airport.

The advisory committee members would be appointed by the City or by the City and other partners;

The choice of members should take into account the following:

Getting the skills required to develop the Airport.

The representation of key stakeholders such as tenants, NAV CAN and the Flight Club.

Implement the governance best practices documented previously. 

Strategic plan with a clear vision of the Airport’s future;

Internal and external accountability frameworks and controls;

Performance indicators and monitoring system;

Policies by which the Airport operates (safety policy, environmental protection policy, leasing policy, etc.).



Short Term Priorities
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Recommendations – Management and Operations

Short Term Priorities

Build a new, more robust business model supported by a proactive and entrepreneurial management

Shift towards a more commercial business focus with an emphasis on maximizing non-aeronautical revenues:

Set market rates for leases and fees;

Develop a commercially based business plan;

Take an active role in regional economic development.

Deploy strong marketing efforts to identify and chase new opportunities:

Develop a marketing strategy and effective marketing tools.

Establish customer service as a core operational principle:

Put in place processes that support effective customer relations.

Build effective links in the community:

Develop a public relations strategy.
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Current municipality contributions


2016 Contribution 


($)


2016 Contribution 


(%)


City of Cornwall$125,332.0085,0%


Township of South Glengarry$22,117.5015,0%
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Cornwall & South Glengarry


% of population


% of property value 


assessment


City of Cornwall78,0%66,5%


Township of South Glengarry22,0%33,5%
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Proposition of apportionment


% of population


% of property value 


assessment


City of Cornwall41,6%30,2%


Township of South Glengarry11,7%15,2%


Township of North Dundas10,1%13,8%


Township of North Glengarry9,0%9,0%


Township of North Stormont6,1%7,7%


Municipality of South Dundas9,7%12,6%


Township of South Stormont11,7%11,6%










A meeting or part of a meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter
being considered is:

b) personal matters about an identifiable individual, including municipal or
local board employees
Action Taken at In-Camera Meeting:  Council received Report 2017-11-CAO.

Moved By: Denis Carr, Councillor
Seconded By: Claude E. McIntosh, Councillor

Motion Carried

ADJOURNMENT 

Mayor Leslie O'Shaughnessy called for a recess at 7:50 p.m.

The next regular public meeting of Council is to be held on Monday,
September 25, 2017.
 

______________________ ________________________
Manon L. Levesque Leslie O'Shaughnessy     
City Clerk Mayor 


